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Abstract

The paper proposes three methods for automated diagnosis of
hepatitis based on shape recognition and classification of blood cor-
puscles. The processed data are binary images of blood samples
taken from positive diagnostic and negative diagnostic patients.
The idea followed in the paper is to identify T-lymphocyte response
(Danne corpuscles) using approximations of shape coefficients as
perimeter, area and circularity. The automatic diagnosis is accom-
plished through an analysis process on the class of the most circular
corpuscles identified in the image. A series of experimentally de-
rived conclusions are supplied in the final part of the paper.
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1 Introduction

This paper is a case study on the automated diagnosis of hepatitis based
on shape recognition and classification techniques. The methods pro-
posed herein seek to obtain a positive/negative diagnostic message fol-
lowing the processing of a binary image (figure 1) representing the cor-
puscles found in the serum taken from the patient. They are based on
the following working hypotheses ([2]):

- the corpuscles in the input image can be of three types: small and
nearly circular (circa 22 nm across), large and nearly circular
(T-lymphocyte or Danne corpuscles, circa 42 nm across), and non-circular
corpuscles (circa 22 nm wide and 20-250 nm long);

- the presence of Danne corpuscles is associated with hepatitis.

Figure 1: Corpuscles within the serum of a hepatitis patient.

The automated diagnosis methods presented in the following are briefly
exposed in figure 2): all the available corpuscles are extracted from the
binary image and approximations of area, perimeter and circularity are
computed for each corpuscle. The almost circular corpuscles are sepa-
rated from the rest on the basis of circularity coefficients. This separa-
tion can be done using either an explicit, more or less subjective threshold
value obtained from observation and medical expertise, or in terms of a
threshold value obtained directly from the data using a clustering algo-
rithm. According to their area, circular corpuscles are further classified
into two subclasses: the negative diagnostic class made up of corpuscles
with a smaller area than the threshold, and the positive diagnostic class
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consisting of corpuscles of area larger than the threshold.
Because the evaluation of circularity in terms of area and perimeter

using the coefficient C as a function of the area A and perimeter P of a
corpuscle,

C =
4πA
P2

, (1)

usually yields to significant error, in section 2 we introduce an estimate
of the circularity and confirm its usefulness on experimental basis.

Figure 2: Automatic hepatitis diagnostic.

A deterministic approach based on explicit thresholding is briefly pre-
sented in section 3. Next, an approach based on the k-means algorithm
is presented in some detail allowing the identification of almost circular
corpuscles and the separation of this class in small and large circular
corpuscles.
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A subsidiary problem to the clustering results obtained through k-
means algorithm is that the significance of determined clusters may vary
according to the input image: for an image containing noise (corpuscles
of null or near-null circularity), the first cluster (of the most non-circular
corpuscles) will tend to contain noise only, whereas for an image that does
not contain any noise, the first cluster will tend to include the longest
corpuscles (with relatively low circularity, yet not close to zero).

2 Pixel-based estimation of corpuscle shape

The motivation for searching for a new computation formula to compute
circularity coefficients is the fact that the area and perimeter of corpus-
cles in the input image should be evaluated exclusively on the basis of the
information contained in the pixels. In case of digital images, the bound-
ary of a sub-image (corpuscle) and its area become commensurable since
they share the same physical support (given by a set of pixels). For a
sub-image S of area A0 and perimeter P0, the circularity coefficient is
defined by

C =

√
A−P

π
P
2π

, (2)

where A and P are estimates for A0 si P0: A is the total number of pixels
in S and P is the number of pixels within the contour of S, where the
contour is given by the set of those pixels belonging to S which are placed
in the neighborhood of the complementary of S. Therefore (A−P) is an
estimate of the inner area.

Consequently,

√
A−P

π
and

P
2π

can be taken as empirical radii of S

computed on the basis of inner pixels and perimeter, respectively.
The previous empirical estimates are consistent with the theoretical

concepts as defined in topology based developments in image processing
([13], [14], [15]).
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3 A Deterministic Morphological Approach

The methodology presented in section 1 for the diagnosis of hepatitis on
the basis of the circularity coefficient yields the following computational
procedure.

Algorithm DMA:

1. Input:
- a binary image of sampled serum;
- a circularity threshold;
- an area threshold corresponding to the positive diagnostic (i.e. the
case when at least one Danne corpuscle is detected);

2. Identification and extraction of all corpuscles within the input im-
age;

3. Computation of the estimates of perimeter, area and circularity for
each corpuscle according to formula (2);

4. Check for nearly-circular corpuscles using the selected circularity
coefficients and the circularity threshold. In case no nearly-circular
corpuscles are detected an error message informing about the poor
quality of the image has to be generated.

5. Separate the set of all nearly-circular corpuscles into two subclasses
according to the selected area threshold: the former entailing nega-
tive diagnostic and the latter containing the abnormally super-sized
nearly circular corpuscles, i.e. the physical support of a positive
diagnostic (in case a Danne corpuscle is detected the patient is sus-
pected of hepatitis);

6. In case the subclass of corpuscles of size larger than the threshold
contains at least an element the positive diagnostic is decided, oth-
erwise the negative diagnostic is accepted.

7. Output: The decision concerning the diagnostic positive/negative
or an informing message about the absence of circular corpuscles
in the analyzed image is generated.
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Two main questions concerning the usefulness of DMA algorithm should
be answered. On the one hand, a question arises about the quality of
formula (2) of expressing the corpuscles circularity. Experimentally it
is established that the values obtained using (2) mostly belong to [0, 1],
very seldom values larger than 1.1 are obtained. Values larger than 1
indicate that the value of the perimeter approximation is smaller than
the actual value. This is due to the fact that the contours of sub-images
are imprecise and it can happen that some pixels actually belonging to
the contour are allotted either to inner or to outer parts of the sub-image.

Fortunately, this effect occurs in cases of rather large and almost cir-
cular corpuscles, therefore values larger then 1 of the circularity coefficient
given by (2) do not affect the diagnostic decision.

Figure 3: A positive diagnostic.

On the other hand, the problem is to obtain a suitable value for the
threshold used to separate the almost circular corpuscles in the image.
This problem can be solved either heuristically using the medical exper-
tise or, in case a significantly large database of images whose diagnostics
are confirmed is available, it can be solved on statistical basis. There still
remains the problem of inferring suitable threshold value when neither
medical expertise nor large size databases of confirmed images are avail-
able. This problem can be handled many ways. One possibility is to find
out the natural grouping tendency of corpuscles in the tested image and
to derive a threshold value by some sort of averaging technique. This
idea is followed in the next two sections where the k-Means algorithm is
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used to cluster the set of corpuscles in the images.
The results of some tests performed on the algorithm DMA are pre-

sented in figure 3.

4 The k-Means Based Automated Diagnosis
Algorithm (k-MBADA)

The celebrated k-means clustering algorithm was introduced by Mac-
Queen in 1967 [7]. Basically, starting with a set of k randomly selected
”seeds” taken as initial cluster centers, the k-means algorithm initiates an
iterative clustering process where, by reclassifying the elements according
to the current set of centers, at each step, the variability within clusters
is reduced, and the cluster centers are directed toward stable positions.
The algorithm stabilizes when no significant changes of center positions
are detected.

An adapted version of the k-means algorithm that computes the clus-
ters according to the corpuscle circularities is presented as follows:

k-means procedure:
Input: k desired number of clusters ;

X =
{
Xi ∈ R | i = 1, N

}
the set of data to be classified;

C the stopping condition;
the algorithm computes a classification of X into k clusters;
d dissimilarity index;

Initializations: m = 0 the iteration index;
Z1(0), . . . ,Zk(0) ∈ X initial centers randomly
selected from the set X1, . . . ,XN ;

repeat
sw = false;
for each element Xi in the data set:

determine one of the closest centers Zr(m), such that

d (Xi , Zr(m)) = min
j=1,k

d (Xi , Zj(m)| ;

allot Xi to the cluster Cr(m),
endfor
for each of the computed clusters Cj(m), j = 1, k :

update the cluster centers such that the function J : X −→ [0,∞)
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is minimized on each cluster,

J(Z) =
∑

Xi∈Cj(m)

d 2 (Xi , Z) ;

endfor
if Zj(m + 1) = Zj(m), j = 1, k then

sw = true;
endif
m ← m + 1

until sw or C
Output: the clusters C1(m), . . . , Ck(m) of centers Z1(m), . . . ,Zk(m).

(a) Blood corpuscles (b) Noise

(c) Non−circular corpuscles (d) Circular corpuscles

(e) CC2 (f) CC1

Figure 4: Clusters computed by 3-means applied with respect to circularity co-
efficients ((b),(c),(d)) followed by 2-means with respect to area applied to the
cluster of circular corpuscles ((e),(f)). The blood sample (a) comes from a pa-
tient of negative diagnostic.
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Note that the clusters produced by the k-means algorithm depend
on the initial centers, and moreover, the stabilization is not guaranteed.
The stopping condition C can be imposed many ways. Typically, C be-
comes true either when

d (Zj(m + 1) , Zj(m)) < ε , for all j = 1, . . . k ,

or dm < ε, where ε is a given positive number and

dm =
k∑

j=1

∑

Xi∈Cj(m)

d 2 (Xi,Zj) .

The clusters obtained by applying the 3-means algorithm for data
representing the values of the corpuscles circularity have the following
meaning:

- the first cluster of corpuscles whose circularity are close to 1 corre-
sponds to almost circular corpuscles identified in the image;

- the second cluster contains the non-circular corpuscles;
- the third cluster contains atypical corpuscles taken as noise.
In order to use the clusters computed by 3-means algorithm for

diagnosis purposes, several questions arise:
- find a basis to express what it is meant by a large circular corpuscle;
- check whether large circular corpuscles exist in the image entailing

positive diagnostic;
- find a simple yes /no diagnostic procedure.
The approach aiming to derive answers to the above questions is the

following:
Step 1: Apply 2-means algorithm to the class of circular corpuscles to

classify data according to the corpuscle areas. Let CC1 and CC2 by clusters
of ”large” circular corpuscles and ”small” circular corpuscles respectively.

Step 2: Compute the selection means

µ1 =
1

|CC1|
∑

Xi∈CC1
A(i) , µ2 =

1
|CC2|

∑

Xi∈CC2
A(i) (3)

and

η =
µ1

µ2
. (4)
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(a) Blood corpuscles (b) Noise

(c) Non−circular corpuscles (d) Circular corpuscles

(e) CC2 (f) CC1

Figure 5: Clusters computed by 3-means applied with respect to circularity co-
efficients ((b),(c),(d)) followed by 2-means with respect to area applied to the
cluster of circular corpuscles ((e),(f)). The blood sample (a) comes from a pa-
tient of positive diagnostic.

The tests performed on several images corresponding to positive and
negative diagnostic point out that the value of parameter ratio is close to
4. This is an argument to justify that (2) provides good approximation
of circularity. For the tests performed on the data displayed in figures
4 and 5 we get η = 3.98 and η = 1.81 in case of images of positive
diagnostic and images of negative diagnostic respectively. Tables 1, 2, 3
and 4 present the first and the second order statistics corresponding to
CC1 and CC2.

This analysis yields the following yes/no/suspect diagnostic proce-
dure:
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Procedure k-MBADA:
Input: X =

{
Xi = (A(i),P(i)) | i = 1, N

}
the set of pairs area

and perimeter of identified corpuscles;
Initializations:

the matrix AP(i, j) where AP(i, 1) = A(i) and AP(i, 2) = P(i);
the computed circularity coefficients C(i), i = 1, N , using (2);

1. Apply 3-means procedure to classify data according to the circu-
larity coefficients C; get the clusters N , NC and CC consisting of
noise, non-circular corpuscles and circular corpuscles respectively.

2. Apply 2-means procedure to CC according to the corpuscle areas
A; get CC1, CC2 the clusters containing ”large” circular corpuscles
and ”small” circular corpuscles respectively.

3. Compute µ1, µ2, η according to (3), (4).

4. If η ≥ 4 then answer = yes;

If 2 ≤ η < 4 then answer = suspect;

If η < 2 then answer = no;

Output: Diagnostic decision answer.

Noise Non-circular Circular
corpuscles corpuscles

average area 5 107.7500 81.3118
standard deviation of area 0 111.4389 25.1499
minimum area 5 13 17
maximum area 5 518 131
average circularity 0 0.7916 0.9446
standard deviation
of circularity 0 0.0773 0.0312
minimum circularity 0 0.5094 0.8730
maximum circularity 0 0.8644 1.0705

Table 1: Statistics for circularity/area of clusters obtained by initial 3-means.
(see figure 4 (b), (c), (d))
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CC1 CC2

average area 53.5588 97.3051
standard deviation of area 15.2281 12.7960
minimum area 17 76
maximum area 72 131
average circularity 0.9362 0.9494
standard deviation of circularity 0.0322 0.0295
minimum circularity 0.8807 0.8730
maximum circularity 1.0027 1.0705

Table 2: Statistics for circularity/area of clusters obtained by 2-means applied
to the cluster of detected circular corpuscles. (see figure 4 (e), (f))

The resulted value η = 1.8728 entails negative diagnostic.
The computed value of η is 4.2157, hence the output of the algorithm

is answer = yes, entailing positive diagnostic.

Noise Non-circular Circular
corpuscles corpuscles

average area 283.8333 72.7381 124.8118
standard deviation of area 154.7949 57.6872 97.9888
minimum area 16 13 17
maximum area 518 251 369
average circularity 0.6386 0.8313 0.9618
standard deviation
standard deviation of circularity 0.0784 0.0395 0.0360
minimum circularity 0.5094 0.7508 0.8985
maximum circularity 0.7307 0.8932 1.0705

Table 3: Statistics for circularity/area of clusters obtained by initial 3-means.
(see figure 5 (b), (c), (d))

Several tests have been performed on both, positive and negative
blood samples and the accuracy of k-MBADA proved very high. How-
ever one major disadvantage resides from the fact that it involves the
application of the k-means algorithm twice. Obviously, we can not give
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up with the application of the 3-means algorithm to isolate the circu-
lar corpuscles present in the image. We can replace the application of
the 2-means algorithm to the cluster of detected circular corpuscles by a
heuristical rule of thumb as follows.

CC1 CC2

average area 79.9130 318.4375
standard deviation of area 25.5636 44.7981
minimum area 17 258
maximum area 131 369
average circularity 0.9502 1.0117
standard deviation of circularity 0.0293 0.0099
minimum circularity 0.8985 1.0000
maximum circularity 1.0705 1.0232

Table 4: Statistics for circularity/area of clusters obtained by 2-means applied
to the cluster of detected circular corpuscles. (see figure 5 (e), (f))

Let Amean be the arithmetic mean of circular corpuscles areas be-
longing to C the cluster of circular corpuscles. We split this cluster into
three sub-clusters according to the thresholds Amean and 2Amean,

CP = {Xi ∈ C |Ai ≥ 2Amean } ,

CN = {Xi ∈ C |Ai < 2Amean } ,

CS = {Xi ∈ C |Amean ≤ Ai < 2Amean } .

(5)

In this case the computation of the diagnostic variable answer can be
carried out as:

- if |CP| 6= 0 then answer = yes;
- if |CP| = 0 and |CS| > |CN | then answer = suspect otherwise

answer = no.
The application of this variant to the data presented in figure 6 cor-

responds to the analysis of a blood sample coming from a negative di-
agnostic and produces the sub-clusters of volumes |CP| = 0, |CS| = 40,
|CN | = 41 therefore the negative diagnostic is slightly entailed. In case
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6: The sub-clusters CN (a), CS (b), CP (c) produced by the heuristic
rule in case of a blood sample coming from a negative diagnostic.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: The sub-clusters CN (a), CS (b), CP (c) produced by the heuristic
rule in case of a blood sample coming from a positive diagnostic.

of a blood sample coming from a positive diagnostic the volumes of the
resulted sub-clusters are |CP| = 5, |CS| = 13, |CN | = 49 therefore the
positive diagnostic is strongly entailed. In general, the performed tests
proved, as it is expected, less accuracy as compared to the k-MBADA per-
formance in discriminating between negative and not sure cases. Hope-
fully, in case of true positive diagnostic this variant is almost as good as
k-MBADA.

The current method combines the deterministic identification and seg-
mentation of the corpuscles with the heuristic classification of their shape
based on the k-means clustering ([1], [7]) with respect to the circularity
coefficients calculated as in formula (2).
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5 Conclusive remarks

Several conclusions can be formulated on the experimental basis.
1. The circularity coefficient given by (2) proves good results in esti-

mating the corpuscle circularity.
2. The values of the circularity coefficient for almost circular corpus-

cles lye between 0.9389 and 1.0116 while in case of non-circular corpuscles
the values are significantly smaller (less than 0.82).

3. The heuristic thresholds used in the simplified variant of k-MBADA
prove acceptable good in splitting the cluster of almost circular corpuscles
into the group of corpuscles entailing positive diagnostic and the comple-
mentary set of corpuscles less significant in discriminating between yes/
no answers.

Current efforts are focused on refining the proposed schemes and com-
paring the performance against other similar technics and the results are
going to be published in a future report.
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